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‘Clothing that is not purchased or worn is not fashion’ (to paraphrase Armani)

Knowledge of marketing is essential to help ensure success and reduce the risk of failure in fashion. For the designer starting up in business, this book offers a guide to the major decisions that will enable you to fulfil your creative potential and be a financial success: What are the major trends we should be monitoring?; How should we set our prices?; What is the most effective way to get our message across about the new product range?; Which colour-wash will be the most popular with buyers?


Marketing is now a firmly established element of most fashion and clothing courses. Fashion Marketing is written to meet students’ requirements and has many features making it essential reading for anyone involved in the fashion and clothing business:


· deals with contemporary issues in fashion marketing


· up-to-date examples of global good practice


· exclusively about fashion marketing


· a unique contribution on range planning with a practical blend of sound design sense and commercial realism


· a balance of theory and practice, with examples to illustrate key concepts


· clear worked numerical examples to ensure that the ideas are easily understood and retained


· over 50 diagrams 


· a glossary of the main fashion marketing terms and a guide to further reading 


· a systematic approach to fashion marketing, not hyperbole or speculation.


The new edition has been updated throughout with new material on different promotional media, visual marketing and international marketing research; and new coverage of internal marketing, supply chain management, international marketing communications as well as the role of the internet.


See www.blackwellpublishing.com/easey for supporting pack for tutors, including PowerPoint slides for each chapter plus ideas and exercises for seminars.     

       About the Author
   

Mike Easey is Director of Collaborative Ventures in Newcastle Business School at the University of Northumbria. He has worked for three multinationals in marketing research, promotion and marketing planning positions. An experienced marketing consultant, he has undertaken an extensive range of consultancy work including marketing for fashion manufacturers and fashion retailers. He is also a university external examiner in fashion marketing, a QAA Specialist Subject Reviewer in marketing and a member of the editorial board of the Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management.      
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Explosives and Chemical Weapons Identification (Forensic Science Techniques)CRC Press, 2005
I have thought long and hard about this book. This book was not created to make money. It was created to save lives — the lives of first responders and the people they have dedicated their lives to protect, the general public.

What is a first responder? It is a phrase often mentioned in the press but rarely defined.
...
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Dynamic Taxonomies and Faceted Search: Theory, Practice, and Experience (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2009

	Current search paradigms for the Web, direct access through search engines and
	navigational access via static taxonomies, have recently been strongly criticized.
	A third paradigm, dynamic taxonomies or faceted search, is gaining acceptance to
	the extent that it is now the de facto standard in product selection for e-commerce.
	This new...
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The Old New Thing: Practical Development Throughout the Evolution of WindowsAddison Wesley, 2007
Why does Windows work the way it does? Why is Shut Down on the Start menu? (And why is there a Start button, anyway?) How can I tap into the dialog loop? Why does the GetWindowText function behave so strangely? Why are registry files called "hives"?
Many of Windows' quirks have perfectly logical explanations, rooted in...
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Beginning Google Maps API 3Apress, 2010

	This book is about the next generation of the Google Maps API. It will provide the reader with the skills and knowledge necessary to incorporate Google Maps v3 on web pages in both desktop and mobile browsers.


	It also describes how to deal with common problems that most map developers encounter at some point, like performance and...
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Photoshop CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This best-selling guide from authors Elaine Weinmann and Peter Lourekas has been the go-to tutorial and reference book for photography/design professionals and the textbook of choice in college classrooms for decades.

	

	This fully updated edition includes: concise, step-by-step instructions; hundreds of carefully edited full...
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Advanced Practice Nursing: Emphasizing Common RolesF. A. Davis Company, 2004

	Prepare your graduate students to take leadership roles inthe future of Advance Practice Nursing. The author address the major issuesfacing Advanced Practice Nursing today from a collective perspective thatbegins with its historical roots and progresses to contemporary concerns andtrends. This approach enables APNs to understanding the...
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